Visualization collaboration technology for the Department of Defense

Haivision MCS is an industry leader in providing high-performance, custom-built video wall systems. We are committed to delivering complete solutions that are intelligently tailored to the activities, environment, and workflow of the people who will be using them.

VISUALIZE INTELLIGENCE AND COLLABORATE SECURELY

Teams in every branch of the US Armed Forces trust Haivision systems to support their 24/7, mission-critical operations. Our video wall solutions have been deployed throughout the Army, Navy, Marines, Air Force, Special Operations, and Joint Command Operations around the globe. With a Haivision system, your team can share all critical information sources through a single interface, creating a real-time common operating picture for command. Teams can leverage the system to visualize intelligence, monitor events, and communicate securely across multiple security domains.

Haivision MCS designs and delivers comprehensive visualization systems, including video walls, processors, video wall software, and more. Your system can be installed and fully integrated at your location by our expert team. If you are deploying your system downrange, we can provide training and certification programs that prepare your team to install and support our technology in the field. We also offer a variety of contract options to support your procurement needs.

BENEFITS OF OUR COMPREHENSIVE SOLUTION

• Creates a dynamic common operating picture
• Provides user-friendly control
• Delivers real-time data for intelligent decision-making
• Delivers 24/7 reliability
• Supports multi-domain collaboration
• Ongoing support and protection
EXPEDITIONARY SYSTEMS

Units in the field need a reliable and centralized intelligence platform to operate effectively and quickly report to command.

The Stryke processors are designed specifically for mobile teams. The Stryke can be used independently or paired with complete mobile packages or an industrial-grade 2x2 mobile display solution. Haivision expeditionary solutions can be set up or torn down in minutes by a single person.

FIELD OPERATIONS

Throughout COICs (Combat Operations Information Centers) and JOCs (Joint Operations Command), Haivision solutions provide a full view of field operations through the lens of dynamic visualization systems to effectively plan, monitor, and guide the execution of orders in the field.

COMMAND CENTERS

Haivision video processors and displays are used in War Rooms, Briefing Rooms, and Training Centers throughout military bases. These systems allow command to easily outline critical objectives, brief and debrief operators, and present ongoing reviews of operations and base activity.

SECURITY OPERATIONS

BDOCs (Base Defense Operations Center) use Haivision systems to monitor on-base security operations. With a suite of tools readily available, security teams can monitor and resolve security threats as they arise.

EMERGENCY ACTION

CATs (Crisis Action Team) are activated during significant emergency events. Haivision visualization systems help operators coordinate valuable resources during a crisis by providing actionable intel for decision-makers and responders.

SCHEDULE A LIVE DEMO
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HAIVISION IS TRUSTED BY ORGANIZATIONS WORLDWIDE
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